
Get your ads in front of highly 
engaged audiences, exactly when 
they are thirsty for knowledge and 
open to considering new ideas.

is a financial news brand’s portfolio, providing buyers with direct 
access to high-income, attentive audiences 

High viewability rates

Brightcom is an experienced and trusted partner of the world's leading agencies, 
brands, and premium publishers. With an established market presence spanning 
more than two decades, we have built a solid reputation for helping our partners 
pinpoint and reach the right audience, fulfill campaign budgets, and meet their 

KPIs, all on a global scale. 

Our exchange includes 

Premium inventory Simple integrations

brightcom’s                 B-Finance

38%

We are              Brightcom

Source: CNBC/Momentive Invest in You survey. Momentive surveyed 5,523 U.S. adults between August 4-9, '21; of those, 45% are investors.

Brightcom’s proprietary machine-learning platform provides Real-Time 
Bidding, Tag Integration, Header Bidding and other advanced Hybrid solutions. 
It offers advanced safety, speed, and heightened monetization opportunities to 
boost our financial publishers’ operations and meet the advertisers’ needs.

Dedicated
Account manager will 
help you meet your KPIs

Privacy-Conscious
 Thanks to smart context inherent to 
the category

Contact us at bfinance@brightcom.com www.brightcom.com

Advantages of                B-Finance

Plug and Play
Simple integrations that are
PMP-ready

Premium Inventory
Of local news publishers (US and 
globally)

Two Decades’
Worth of know-how in this 
particular sector

Safety
Leading inventory quality tools 
already in place

High Viewability
High-engagement ad units

  Fast Integration
Direct and programmatic integration 
through the industry’s leading 
platforms

safety First
Inventory quality

Our in house ad quality tool to safeguard compass

Ad quality

Introducing our latest technology

Brightcom’s dedicated team of media experts is committed to creating a tangible value for 
its demand partners across video and display,  and across all devices and environments.

of the people who started investing before 2019 are 
researching investment ideas in investment websites

http://www.brightcom.com

